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ABSTRACT

ln this thesis, various organotin(lV) compounds were studied using ab initio

molecular orbital calculations. This is because there has been a lack of information

relating to the structural status of such compounds in the gas phase.

Chapter 2 deals with the determination of the most appropriate level of theory

to be used on organotin compounds. Three levels of theory, Hartree Fock (HF) [with

the basis sets Lanl2dz, 3-21G**, and 3-21G** with polarisation functionsl,

Density Functional Theory (DFT), and a hybrid of these two levels, B3LYP, were

tested on three small organotin compounds.

The HF level of theory was determined to be the most appropriate model to be

used for future investigations as it generated parameters for angles and bonds that

were most similar to structures determined by electron diffraction studies, and

relatively unexaggerated values for energy differences between the two states'

Chapters 3 and 6 describe the study of monoorganotin trichloride and

tetraorganotin compounds of type R3R'Sn, respectively. There is debate as to whether

these compounds can undergo intramolecular hypervalent interactions in the solid

state. Studies were carried out in the gaseous phase using ab initio molecular orbital

calculations to determine whether close intramolecular interactions found in the solid

state persisted in the theoretical (gas phase) structures'

Chapters 4 and 5 deal with diorganotin dichloride and triorganotin chloride

compounds, respectively. There has been dispute in the literature as to whether these

compounds can also undergo intermolecular hypervalent interactions in the solid

state. lt is debatable whether the distortions from regular geometries seen in the

solid state were sufficient to indicate hypervalency and therefore, were sometimes

attributed to crystal packing effects. Analysis using ab initio molecular orbital

calculations on these compounds showed that both hypervalency and crystal packing

effects caused the distortions observed in these compounds.
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